
tiān qì           

天气           

weather

lěng            

冷            
surname Leng; cold

rè            

热            
to warm up; to heat up; hot (of weather); heat; fervent

xià yǔ           

下雨           

to rain

xià xuě           

下雪           

to snow



fēng            

风            
wind; news; style; custom; manner; Classifiers: 阵

zāo gāo           

糟糕           

too bad; how terrible; what bad luck; terrible; bad

fēi cháng           

非常           

very; very much; unusual; extraordinary

nà me           

那么           

like that; in that way; so very much; about; in that case

bú dàn           

不但           

not only (... but also...)



ér qiě           

而且           

(not only ...) but also; moreover; in addition; furthermore

shū fu           

舒服           

comfortable; feeling well

liáng kuai           

凉快           

nice and cold; pleasantly cool

nuǎn huo           

暖和           

warm; nice and warm

hǎo wán r          

好玩儿          

interesting; delightful; amusing



jiā zhōu           

加州           

California

gōng yuán           

公园           

park (for public recreation); Classifiers: 个

huá bīng           

滑冰           

to skate; skating

bīng            

冰            
ice; Classifiers: 块 ; to chill sth; (of an object or substance) to feel cold; (of a person) cold; unfriendly; (sla...

kàn dié           

看碟           

to watch a video disk (DVD)



yún            

云            
(classical) to say; surname Yun; abbr. for Yunnan Province 云南省 ; cloud; Classifiers: 朵

tài yang           

太阳           

sun; Classifiers: 个

bǐ            

比            
Belgium; Belgian; abbr. for 比利时 ; (particle used for comparison and "-er than"); to compare; to contrast; to gestu...

gèng            

更            
more; even more; further; still; still more

zěn me bàn          

怎么办          

what's to be done



yù bào           

预报           

forecast

wǎng shàng           

网上           

online

yòu            

又            
(once) again; also; both... and...; and yet; (used for emphasis) anyway

huì            

会            
can; to be possible; to be able to; will; to be likely to; to be sure to; to assemble; to meet; to gather; to see; ...

yuē            

约            
to make an appointment; to invite; approximately; pact; treaty; to economize; to restrict; to reduce (a fraction); ...



gāng cái           

刚才           

just now; a moment ago; (just) a moment ago

miàn shì           

面试           

to be interviewed (as a candidate); interview

chū qù           

出去           

to go out

chū lái           

出来           

to come out; to appear; to arise

huí qu           

回去           

to return; to go back



huí lai           

回来           

to return; to come back

jìn qù           

进去           

to go in

jìn lái           

进来           

to come in

dào            

到            
to (a place); until (a time); up to; to go; to arrive; (verb complement denoting completion or result of an action)

qù            

去            
to go; to go to (a place); (of a time etc) last; just passed; to send; to remove; to get rid of; to reduce; to be a...



jì jié           

季节           

time; season; period; Classifiers: 个

dōng tiān           

冬天           

winter; Classifiers: 个

xià tiān           

夏天           

summer; Classifiers: 个

chūn tiān           

春天           

spring (season); Classifiers: 个

qiū tiān           

秋天           

autumn; Classifiers: 个


